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Find Your Bracelet Size
Printing Instructions

(Great for charm, leather and multi-link bracelets)

Need more help?

Tips and Tricks

Visit jamesavery.com/braceletsizer, call us at 1-800-283-1770 or visit 
your local store where we can help you in person. See you soon!

Fold the tabs in and thread the far end of the ruler through to 
create a loop. Put on wrist and pull far end until you’ve reached 
desired fit. Your measurement will be indicated by the “Your 
Measurement” arrow. Depending on your desired bracelet type, 
we recommend adding the suggested length below to your wrist 
measurement for the most comfortable fit.

Starting with the end of the folded paper ruler, place it on the pinky 
knuckle and measure the distance to the pointer knuckle to find 
the diameter of your wrist. Depending on your desired bracelet 
type, we recommend adding an additional suggested length below
to your             diameter for the most comfortable fit when slipping a bracelet
on 

We recommend adding an additional ½ -1 inch if a bracelet has a larger design for a more 
comfortable fit!

Add ½ inch Add ½ inchAdd 1 inch

Round up to the
nearest size

Diam < 2½",  order a small 
Diam ≥ 2½",  order a medium

Diam < 2½",  order a medium 
Diam ≥ 2½",  order a large

US
Quarter

25¢
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To obtain accurate measurements, please download this PDF to your 
computer and print this document at a page size of 100 percent.

Verify the page scale setting prior to printing by checking your printer dialog 
box. Under the page scaling option, select “none” or uncheck the box for 
page scaling.

Compare a ruler or U.S. Quarter with the guides on the right to ensure your 
printed document is the correct size. The U.S. Quarter should completely fill 
the circle shape.


